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HOOK & EYE      88-425 through -429 

 

   

 

John Wright Company        

P.O. Box 269               

Wrightsville, PA 17368              

800-444-9364  

www.jwright.com 

 

 

A strong, simple, and tradition way 

to hold things both closed and 

open.  

 

John Wright combines modern high-quality finishes with the strength and traditional look 

and feel of cast iron.  A hook and eye is simple and versatile.  Among many other uses, it 

can hold a door closed or hold a shutter open.  The hand-forged hook combines strength 

with a traditional look. 

 

 Sold individually and include screws for mounting 

 Material: cast iron eyes, forged steel hook, with steel screws 

 Finish: black-matte TGIC powder coating.  Screws are black-zinc plated. 

 Warranty: 1-year replacement 

 Optional and related items:  

o 88-430 eye with screws can be used to stow the hook in the open position 

 88-429 24” shutter stay is an extra-long version of the hook and eye and is generally 

used to hold Bermuda shutters in the open position.  88-426 16” hook and eye is also 

used for this purpose. 

 

Installation 

 

1. Position the hook and eye as desired.  The hook and eye have considerable mounting 

flexibility as long as the eyes are mounted on a flat surface and the hook can operate 

freely.   

2. Mark the screw hole locations and drill 1/16” pilot holes.  Install the screws and test 

the operation. 

3. If using the hook and eye for Bermuda shutters, it may be installed in the middle of 

the shutter or at the edge.  Mounting in the middle is stronger.  For large or heavy 

shutters, two hooks (one on each edge) may be required.   

 

Contents and Dimensions 

 

(1) hook with attached eye 

(1) eye 

(8) No. 6 by 1” long Phillips-head screws* 
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(8) No. 6 by 1” long slotted-head screws* 
* Use either screw type depending on desired appearance.  Slotted screws provide the most traditional look. 

 

The “A” dimension is the same as the size of the hook and eye and is as follows: 

88-425, 12” 

88-426, 16” 

88-427, 8” 

88-428, 4” 

88-429, 24” 

 

 
 

 


